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Abstract The study of vertebrate eye cornea is an interdisciplinary subject and the research on its mechanical 
properties has significant importance in ophthalmology. The measurement of depth-resolved 3D full-field 
deformation behaviour of cornea under changing intraocular pressure is a useful method to study the local corneal 
mechanical properties. In this work, optical coherence tomography was adopted to reconstruct the internal structure 
of a porcine cornea inflated from 15 mmHg to 18.75 mmHg (close to the physical porcine intraocular pressure) in 
the form of 3D image sequences. An effective method has been developed to correct the commonly seen refraction 
induced distortions in the optical coherence tomography reconstructions, based on Fermat’s principle. The 3D 
deformation field was then determined by performing digital volume correlation on these corrected 3D 
reconstructions. A simple finite element model of the inflation test was developed and the predicted values were 
compared against digital volume correlation results, showing good overall agreement.   
Keywords Cornea · Optical coherence tomography · Refraction correction · Digital volume correlation · 3D full-
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1. Introduction 
The vertebrate eye cornea plays an important role as the main refractive element for image formation, provides a 
protective envelope for the internal ocular elements and maintains the shape of the eye [1, 2]. Its structural integrity, 
shape and transparency are essential to maintain optical performance. Abnormalities in its composition or structure 
due to disorders or disease such as keratoconus, corneal dystrophy, glaucoma or mass lesions, to name a few, 
severely degrade vision [3-7]. Ablative laser surgery is widely used to correct refractive performance and improve 
visual acuity, with more than one million operations in the United States alone each year [8]. Corneal thickness, 
rather than corneal mechanical response, is one of the main criteria used during screening, to decide the suitability of 
a particular cornea to ablative surgery. Due to the hydrostatic intraocular pressure, changes in the local stiffness due 
to ablation can result in residual refractive errors as the final corneal profile does not correspond to the target profile 
aimed by the surgeon. For this reason, the corneal mechanical response, rather than thickness alone, is considered as 
a more suitable screening criterion. Quantification of mechanical response, when done through predictive models, 
e.g. based on finite elements, requires as input the corneal geometry, loads, boundary conditions and stiffness 
parameters which may vary through the thickness [9-12]. 
 So far, most of the research work that has been done towards identification of corneal mechanical properties 
was based on point-wise or surface deformation measurements in corneal inflation tests using stereoscopic camera 
systems and the surface deformation measurement technique digital image correlation (DIC) [13-16]. Many 
researchers also use tonometers to study the biomechanical properties of cornea and their relationship to intraocular 
press (IOP), the fluid pressure inside the eye. Using tonometers IOP can be measured either in a contact way such as 
Goldmann applanation tonometer (GAT) and Pascal dynamic contour tonometer (PDCT) [17-19] or, more recently, 
in a noncontact way through using an air impulse such as ocular response analyzer (ORA) [20, 21] and Corvis 
tonometer [22-24].   
 Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a non-invasive, non-contacting imaging technique that can acquire 
micrometer resolution, cross sectional images from within semi-transparent, light scattering media such as biological 
tissues. It is based on low coherence interferometry through the use of broadband light sources that can emit light 
over a broad range of frequencies [25-28]. OCT elastography (OCE) has been used for mapping strain and elastic 
modulus in soft tissues [29-33]. Generally, it determines the deformation in the OCT image sequences (B-scans) by 
applying 2D cross-correlation algorithms (CCOCE) to calculate speckle motion due to applied forces [30, 33, 34]. 
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Alternatively, the deformation can be determined by measuring the phase change between successive A-scans or B-
scans due to tissue motion, which is called phase-sensitive OCT elastography (PSOCE) [29, 32, 35]. Researchers 
[36-38] have combined phase-sensitive OCE and air-puff devices or other actuators [39, 40] to measure the 
amplitude and speed of the stimulated elastic wave, from which the biomechanical properties of corneal tissues such 
as corneal elasticity and viscoelasticity can be characterized, both in vitro and in vivo. OCE is a useful method to 
quantify the elastic behaviour of soft tissues. However, most of the applications have so far focused on the 
measurements with only axial sensitivity, especially for PSOCE. For a more comprehensive study of the material 
behaviour (e.g. deformation in anisotropic material) as well as the prerequisite for the identification of 3D 
constitutive parameters using inversion methods such as finite element model updating (FEMU) [41-43], the virtual 
fields method (VFM) [44-47] or the constitutive compatibility method (CCM) [48], measurement of the depth-
resolved 3D deformation is required to avoid simplistic assumptions of isotropy or depth independent properties. 
This can be implemented by either 1) using a system with sensitivity to all deformation components based on a 
wavelength scanning OCT system with multiple illumination directions as introduced by Chakraborty and Ruiz [49] 
or 2) using a single channel OCT system to reconstruct the corneal internal structure, followed by digital volume 
correlation (DVC) to provide deformation fields with all displacement components. 
 DVC is the 3-D extension of the widely applied DIC used to measure surface deformations. It was developed to 
obtain the bulk deformation behaviour of materials by tracking internal features that resemble 3D speckle patterns 
contained in the reconstructed volumes and was introduced by Bay, Smith [50]. DVC is becoming a popular 3D 
deformation measurement technique, especially applied on X-ray computed tomography (X-ray CT) reconstructed 
volumes of materials such as metals, composites, foams and hard tissues like trabecular bone [51-54]. For these 
materials, a volume of pattern contrast is provided by X-ray CT based on the differences in X-ray absorption of the 
different material constituents. For soft semi-transparent materials such as biological tissues that do not offer good 
contrast for X rays, OCT is currently the most suitable technique for 3D reconstruction. However, due to the corneal 
curvature, refraction distortion introduces localization errors in internal features. These have to be accounted for in 
order to properly map displacement and strain fields through-the-thickness. Moreover, the effect of the refractive 
index must be taken into account to re-map the corneal volume reconstruction in a coordinate system that represents 
depth, rather than optical path difference in the axial direction. As far as the present authors are concerned, only one 
study has been published on the application of OCT and DVC to cornea [55]. However, this was done on a small flat 
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sample cut from a porcine cornea and loaded in uniaxial compression, providing a much simpler configuration for 
which the refraction problem did not occur. The present study aims at performing such measurements on a full 
cornea submitted to an inflation test. 
 The current study presents a methodology to measure all the components of the displacement field inside the 
volume of a cornea using OCT and DVC. These results are necessary to identify the corneal elastic stiffness 
parameters as in previous work [45]. Section 2 presents the materials and methods used to evaluate 3D corneal 
displacement fields in an inflation test, including sample preparation, OCT system, refraction correction and its 
performance and DVC displacement evaluation. In Section 3 we examine the experimental results and discuss the 
main advantages and limitations of the proposed methodology.  
2. Materials and Methods 
2.1 Materials 
Porcine corneas were used in this study. A fresh ocular globe was collected from a local abattoir within 6 hours after 
slaughter and the corneas were tested within 12 hours post-mortem. The ocular globes were stored in a refrigerator 
below 4℃ to prevent tissue degeneration. It was then brought to room temperature half an hour before testing to 
ensure thermal equilibrium with the environment. A corneal trephinate (circular cut-off that includes the cornea and 
a 2 mm sclera ring, shown in Fig. 1 from different views), was excised from the corneal globe and stored in saline 
solution 0.9% NaCl. The central corneal thickness was measured using a direct computer control (DCC) coordinate 
measuring machine. During the measurement, the coordinates of the apex of a corneal shaped support were first 
recorded when the touch-point sensor made contact with it. The corneal trephinate was then mounted on the support 
with its apex over the apex of the support. The coordinates of the corneal apex were recorded and the thickness of 
the cornea determined by evaluating the axial distance between the two measured points. The corneal trephinate 
thickness was 1.53±0.03 mm, which includes a slight swelling due to water absorption in the stroma. 
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Fig 1. Porcine corneal trephinate from different views. 
2.2 Experimental set-up and image acquisition 
The experimental set-up is illustrated in Fig. 2, which consists of an inflation test cell and the SS-OCT system 
(Thorlabs OCS1300SS, central wavelength 1325 nm, spectral bandwidth 100 nm, lateral resolution 25 μm, depth 
resolution 12 μm in air, axial scan rate 32 kHz). The sample was mounted and fixed on an artificial anterior chamber 
(AAC) by a locking ring. This chamber has inlet and outlet ports for the fluid to adjust the internal pressure and 
another port connected to a pressure transducer. The chamber pressure was controlled by adjusting a 1 ml micro-
syringe connected to the inlet port. The porcine corneal trephinate was first inflated to 15 mmHg. Under this 
pressure state the sample maintained a smooth and taut anterior surface; this state served as the reference 
configuration. It was then inflated to 18.75 mmHg, which is close to the physical porcine intraocular pressure to 
study the corneal deformation under the pressure change. The test was carried out at room temperature.  
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Fig 2. (a) Schematic diagram, and (b) experimental set-up. 
At each pressure state, a 3D volume data cube of the cornea sample was acquired using the SS-OCT system. The 
system uses a rapidly tuned narrowband light source. During image acquisition, a scanning beam is first split into 
two arms, the sample arm and the reference arm. The light back-scattered from the sample arm interferes with that 
from the reference arm and the frequency of the interference signal is proportional to their optical path difference. A 
single photodetector is used to record the interference signal. Based on the Fourier transform of the interference 
signal of each wavelength scan, depth profiles (A-scans) of the test sample can be obtained with a maximum depth 
range of approximately 3 mm. By performing adjacent A-scans, an image in the xy plane is created. Combing the 
multiple 2D image sequence in the z-direction, the 3D volume of the test sample is reconstructed. In the present 
study, the dimensions of the reconstructed volumes are 10245121024   voxels, corresponding to a 
11311   mm3 region of interest along the x, y and z directions, respectively. For each 3-D volume the acquisition 
time is around 5 minutes. The reconstructed volumes for the reference and deformed states were recorded to 
compute the depth-resolved 3D full-field deformation by performing DVC. In Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) a quarter of the 
reconstructed volume and a typical central z-slice (cut in xy-plane at the coordinate of z, 1024 × 512 voxels) of the 
porcine cornea sample are illustrated. For the OCT reconstructions, the voxel sizes along the lateral scanning 
directions (x and z) and the vertical optical path direction (through thickness, y) are not identical since the latter 
depends on the refractive index of the medium. Here, along the lateral x and z directions, the voxel size is 10.7 μm, 
determined by dividing the 11 mm side length of the field of view by the number of corresponding voxels, 1024. 
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Along the y direction, the voxel size within the porcine corneal trephinate is 4.5 μm, determined by dividing its 
thickness, 1.53 mm, by the number of corresponding voxels, 340. 
 
Fig 3. (a) Part of the reconstructed porcine corneal trephinate volume in 3D view, and (b) central z-slice, obtained 
with the SS-OCT system. 
2.3 Correction of refraction induced distortion in OCT reconstructions 
OCT reconstructions usually suffer from different types of geometric distortions. Refraction induced distortion 
arises when the sample has a curved surface or the sample has a flat surface which does not lie perpendicular to the 
scanning beam. In these cases the scanning beam changes its propagation direction at the air/sample interface but the 
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OCT system reconstructs the scattered light as if light had propagated without such a change in direction. A 
consequence of this is that internal features appear to be in a different position in the OCT reconstruction. Moreover, 
as the dimension along the propagation direction in an OCT image is optical path rather than physical distance, the 
position of features depends on the knowledge of the refractive index of the medium. Another type of distortion is 
caused by the ‘fan’ scanning of certain OCT systems, in which a fan of scanning rays cause a flat surface to appear 
curved in the OCT reconstruction [56-58]. The SS-OCT system used in this work was designed to eliminate fan 
distortion, and therefore flat surfaces are reconstructed as flat in the OCT data volume. This is done by placing the 
galvo-mirrors in the back focal plane of the objective lens so that the beam pivots about it. In this work, the 
distortion correction needs only to consider the refraction at the air/cornea interface, given that no fan distortion is 
present. A uniform distribution of refractive index will be assumed within the stroma considering its very small local 
variations, e.g. 1.373-1.380 as reported by Patel, Marshall [59].  
 Figure 4 illustrates how refraction distortion arises. Let K represent the plane of zero optical path difference (a 
datum surface relative to which distance is measured). A is an arbitrary incident point on the top surface at which the 
scanning beam, travelling perpendicular to K, enters the cornea. AC is the normal to the surface at the incident point 
A. The incident ray OA makes an angle θ0 to the surface normal at A. The refracted ray passes through point B 
within the corneal tissue (object space), making an angle θ1 to the surface normal at A, following Snell’s law, 
 1100 sinsin  nn   (1) 
where 0n  and 1n  represent the refractive indices of the surrounding air and the cornea, taken as 1 and 1.38, 
respectively. The OCT system records this refracted optical path in the image as a vertical A-scan line, denoted OI 
in Fig. 4, where point I is the corresponding point of object point B in the reconstructed image space. As the optical 
path difference is equal to the physical distance in the medium multiplied by the refractive index, OI in the image 
space is given by 
 ABnOAnOI 10   (2) 
where | | denotes Cartesian distance. It can be seen that a point I in the image space actually corresponds to point B 
in the object space. Therefore, the reconstructed volume appears as distorted with respect to the real configuration of 
the object. The distorted data volume would then introduce errors in the deformation measurements obtained by 
performing DVC on the OCT reconstructions. 
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 Refraction correction in 2D OCT images has already been dealt with in the literature using Fermat’s principle 
and Snell’s law [57, 60]. The approach based on Fermat’s principle does not require any assumptions on the cornea 
surface shape (e.g. approximation to a sphere). This principle states that the path taken between two points by a ray 
of light is the path that can be reached in the least time. Thus, point B is reached by a unique ray refracted at point A. 
Therefore, given B and knowing that the incidence direction is perpendicular to K, point A can be found by 
minimizing the optical path defined in Eqn. (2). Then, the corresponding point I in the image space (to point B in 
object space) can be searched along path OA at a distance ABn1  from point A. Once the non-integer coordinates of 
point I are determined, the intensity value at this image point is evaluated through interpolation (trilinear in our case), 
and the value is associated to the coordinates of point B, which belong to a Cartesian grid in object space. By 
applying the same procedure to all other object points, the corrected volume is obtained. 
 
Fig 4. Refraction of the incident beam in an OCT scanning system. During a scan, the beam moves parallel to the 
indicated direction along the x and z axes. 
The refractive indices of the media and a parametric description of the interface must be first established. In Fig. 4, 
the top interface of the object can be described by a surface  
  zxfy ,  (3) 
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where y=0 corresponds to the datum plane K. It should be pointed out that the DC term in  zxf ,  is not critical as 
refraction only depends on the local gradient. An arbitrary object point B with coordinates  BBB zyx ,,  has an 
associated entry point A with coordinates   AAAA zzxfx ,,, . From Eqn. (2), the optical path |OB| can be written as 
          2
1
222
10 ,,|| ABAABABAA zzzxfyxxnzxfnOB   (4) 
where  BBB zyx ,,  is known as it is defined in a 3-D Cartesian grid in object space for each point. The only 
unknowns in Eqn. (4) are Ax  and Az  as f(x, z) is determined from the OCT reconstruction of the top surface. In this 
case, |OB| becomes a function of Ax  and Az , which avoiding the index A writes 
            2
1
222
10 ,,,|| zzzxfyxxnzxfnzxOB BBB   (5) 
By minimizing |OB|, Ax  and Az  can be found. Then, the coordinates of A are found at   AAAA zzxfx ,,, . The next 
task is to determine the coordinates  III zyx  ,,  of point I in the image space that represents point B in the object 
space. Since the OCT system registers the optical path along a vertical A-scan, the horizontal coordinates Ix  and 
Iz  of point I  are 
 
AI
AI
zz
xx


 (6) 
while the vertical coordinate Iy  is 
   ABnzxfny AAI 10 ,   (7) 
where AB  is 
        2
1
222
, ABAABAB zzzxfyxxAB   (8) 
Once the coordinates of the image point I are established, the grey level obtained through interpolation at that point 
will be associated to point B in the object space. The correction method was implemented in MatLab® R2007a 
using the Nelder-Mead simplex direct search algorithm to minimize |OB|. A parametric function f(x, z) of the top 
interface was determined by picking points on the cornea/air interface from the OCT reconstruction and then fitting 
a fourth order polynomial. 
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 Figure 5 illustrates the central z-slice of the reconstructed corneal volume before and after the refraction 
correction. The vertical axis in the corrected image corresponds to spatial coordinates, rather than optical path as 
before correction.  
 
Fig 5. Central z-slice of the porcine cornea: (a) before and (b) after refraction correction 
Alternative to the above Fermat’s principle method, it is also possible to perform the refraction correction through a 
direct ray tracing method. In this case, the coordinate Ax  for any A-scan is known from the column location in the 
image. As shown in Fig. 4, assuming the parametric function of the top interface is known (fitted as for the Fermat’s 
principle method), the incident angle θ0 for each scanning ray OA can be determined after calculating the surface 
normal at incident point A, from which the refractive angle θ1 can be determined based on the Snell’s law as defined 
in Eqn. (1). Then, the parametric function of the refractive ray AB can be determined. For each image point I with 
integer coordinates, the corresponding object point B in the object space can be searched along the path AB at a 
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distance 1nAI  from point A. Once the exact (non-integer) coordinates of point B in the object space are 
determined, the light intensity value at the image point I is associated to the coordinates of point B. Finally, since the 
corresponding object points are at non-integer coordinates, interpolation is needed to determine the light intensity 
value at the integer positions defined on a Cartesian grid in the object space. This approach is expected to reduce 
computation time. Work is currently underway to study the overall performance of the ray tracing method for a more 
efficient refraction correction.    
2.4 Digital volume correlation 
When performing DVC, the correlated volumes are first divided into sub-volumes defined on a 3D virtual grid. Each 
sub-volume contains a certain number of voxels (and material features or 3D speckles that will be tracked). The 
displacement vector of each sub-volume is calculated by tracking and matching the voxels of the sub-volumes in the 
reference and deformed states. Assuming that  zyx ,,  and  zyx ˆ,ˆ,ˆ  represent the coordinates of a given material 
point in the reference and deformed states, respectively, these coordinates are linked by the 3D affine transformation 
defined as a rigid body translation combined with displacement gradients. Thus, 
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 (9) 
where Ux, Uy, and Uz are the rigid body translation of the sub-volume centre in the x, y and z-direction, respectively. 
x , y  and z , represent the distance between the sub-volume centre and apoints of coordinates  zyx ,,  in the 
sub-volume. The local displacement gradients in Eqn. (9) characterize the rigid body rotation and the local stretch of 
the sub-volume. The displacement is obtained by maximizing a correlation coefficient that measures the degree of 
similarity of the gray-level distributions in the sub-volumes in both states. In the present work, this was 
accomplished using DaVis® (LaVision) software package based on a fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm. It 
evaluates the normalized cross correlation coefficient (NCC) defined as 
 
   
         
  

22 ˆ,ˆ,ˆ,,
ˆ,ˆ,ˆ,,
zyxGzyxF
zyxGzyxF
NCC  (10) 
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where  zyxF ,,  and  zyxG ˆ,ˆ,ˆ , respectively, stand for the grey levels at a material point  zyx ,,  in the reference 
state and the corresponding point  zyx ˆ,ˆ,ˆ  in the deformed state. A double-pass approach was used whereby large 
sub-volumes were initially used to capture large displacements. Subsequent to this, these initial displacements were 
used to displace smaller sub-volumes, and thus ensure the pattern was followed and signal to noise ratio increased. 
Gaussian curve-fitting of the correlation function peak was used to find its position with sub-voxel resolution, which 
corresponds to the displacement. Trilinear interpolation was used for the sub-voxel interpolation. As the strain level 
in the present study is low, infinitesimal strain formulation can be used. Strains were obtained through centred finite 
difference of the displacement components, using the well-known relationship: 
  ijjiij UU ,,
2
1
  (11) 
where U represents the displacement components along the x, y and z-direction. Commas stand for the partial 
derivatives. No smoothing has been used prior to differentiation to maintain maximal spatial resolution as the strains 
were large enough compared to the noise floor estimated in the next section. 
2.5 Effect of the refraction correction on measurement performances 
To evaluate the performance of the refraction correction method and its ability to correct DVC results, rigid body 
rotation tests were carried out on two phantoms (silicone rubber MM240-TV seeded with copper particles with an 
average diameter of 1 μm). One is a flat strip while the other is a solid hemisphere. These two shapes were chosen as 
they enable us to study distortions induced by a uniform refraction angle (flat top surface) and non-uniform 
refraction angles (hemispherical top surface). As illustrated in Fig. 6, the phantoms were rotated by 0.5° in the xy-
plane. The dashed lines in the two OCT images illustrate the positions of these phantoms after rigid body rotation. 
DVC was performed to obtain the strain and rotation maps both before and after refraction correction. These results 
are compared to the reference values (0 strain and 0.5
°
 rotation) to check the effects of the refraction correction on 
the DVC measurements.  
The strains were derived from the same centred finite difference of the displacement fields as in Eqn. (11) and 
the rotations were derived from 
  ijjiij UU ,,
2
1
  (12) 
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Fig 6. Central z-slices of the OCT reconstructed volumes of: (a) flat and (b) hemispherical silicone rubber phantoms. 
Dashed lines indicate the samples interface after rotation of 0.5°. 
No smoothing was applied. In Fig. 7, the strain and rotation maps before and after refraction correction are shown 
for xx , yy , xy  and xy  for a central z-slice of the flat phantom. The mean and standard deviation values of 
these strain and rotation components are listed in Table 1. It can be observed from Fig. 7(a) and Table 1 that the 
strain standard deviations of xx  and yy  before refraction correction are around 
4105  . This is close to the strain 
noise level that has been studied in previous work [45] through stationary and rigid body translation tests, around
4104   for a sub-volume size of 36
3
, obtained with a phantom made from the same silicone rubber MM240-TV 
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and copper particles with an average diameter of 1 μm. The shear strain component xy , however, shows positive 
values that are higher than the noise level, with a mean of 3103.1  . Regarding rotation, xy  shows values that are 
smaller than the reference value 0.5°, with a mean of 0.32°. These results indicate that refraction induced distortion 
effectively introduces errors to DVC measurements, especially for shear strain and rotational components. After 
refraction correction, as shown in Fig 7(b) and Table 1, xy  drops to the strain noise level and xy  approaches the 
reference 0.5°, with a mean of 0.49°. Similar results were obtained for the hemispherical phantom, with xy reduced 
from ~ 3106.2   to noise level and xy  increased from ~0.25° to ~0.43° after refraction correction, as can be 
observed in Fig. 8 and Table 2. These results indicate that DVC measurements are effectively adjusted after 
refraction correction. 
It should be pointed out that there is an increase in standard deviation for the strain and rotation components, as 
can be seen in Table 1 and Table 2. This is probably due to the interpolation process involved in the refraction 
correction algorithm. 
 
Table 1. Mean and standard deviation values of the strain and rotation components for the flat phantom rigid body 
rotation test before and after refraction correction. 
 Before correction After correction 
xx  Mean: -2.8×10
-5
 
Std: 4.7×10
-4
 
Mean: 5.9×10
-5
 
Std: 5.8×10
-4 
yy  Mean: 1.5×10
-4
 
Std: 4.3×10
-4
 
Mean: 2.8×10
-4
 
Std: 5.5×10
-4 
xy  Mean: 1.3×10
-3
 
Std: 9.2×10
-4
 
Mean: 2.0×10
-4
 
Std: 7.4×10
-4 
xy  Mean: -0.32° 
Std: 0.053° 
Mean: -0.49° 
Std: 0.067° 
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Table 2. Mean and standard deviation values of the strain and rotation components for the hemispherical phantom 
rigid body rotation test before and after refraction correction. 
 Before correction After correction 
xx  Mean: -2.9×10
-4
 
Std: 1.2×10
-3
 
Mean: -2.0×10
-4
 
Std: 1.7×10
-3 
yy  Mean: 1.9×10
-4
 
Std: 9.0×10
-4
 
Mean: -5.6×10
-4
 
Std: 1.5×10
-3 
xy  Mean: 2.6×10
-3
 
Std: 1.2×10
-3
 
Mean: 1.6×10
-4
 
Std: 2.3×10
-3 
xy  Mean: -0.25° 
Std: 0.069° 
Mean: -0.43° 
Std: 0.13° 
 
 
Fig 7. Strain and rotation maps for the flat phantom tilt test: (a) before and (b) after refraction correction, 36
3
-voxel 
sub-volume, 50% overlap. 
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Fig 8. Strain and rotation maps for the hemispherical phantom tilt test: (a) before and (b) after refraction correction, 
363-voxel sub-volume, 50% overlap. 
2.6 Finite element modeling of corneal inflation test 
In order to visualize the displacement and strain distributions that we expect through the thickness of the cornea 
under inflation, a simple finite element model was developed using the commercial software package ABAQUS 
6.11
®
. The simulation results are aimed at a qualitative comparison with those measured with DVC. According to 
ref. [13], the porcine cornea behaves linearly while the intraocular pressure remains below 30 mmHg. Therefore, a 
linear elastic material with Young’s modulus E=0.29 MPa and Poisson’s ratio ν=0.49 as in ref. [61] was chosen for 
the FE model. A study by Anderson, El-Sheikh [13] shows that a model that assumes constant corneal thickness 
only results in a very small average change in predictions compared to the model with actual thickness variation. 
Therefore, in the present work, a constant corneal thickness of 1.53 mm was chosen for the sake of simplicity. A 
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first-order reduced-integration element type was selected for the FE model. The corneal volume with FE mesh and a 
cross section are shown in Fig. 9. The peripheral boundary was fixed while a uniform normal pressure was applied 
to the inner surface to simulate the intraocular pressure. The model was inflated from 15 mmHg to 18.75 mmHg. 
The displacement and strain simulation results were then compared against the DVC measurements in a common 
coordinate system. 
 
Fig 9. FE model of the porcine cornea inflation test. 
3. Results and discussions 
In the present study, considering the relatively small thickness of the porcine cornea to the spatial resolution of the 
SS-OCT system, 24
3
-voxel sub-volumes with 50% overlap were used to perform DVC. This sub-volume size can 
enhance the strain spatial resolution; nevertheless, it increases strain noise level, as proposed in [45], where the noise 
level increases from around 4104   to around 4106   when the sub-volume size reduces from 36
3
 to 24
3
. These 
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noise levels however are about one order of magnitude below the strain levels due to deformation in the inflation test. 
Fig. 10(a) illustrates the DVC correlation coefficient map for the central z-slice of the porcine cornea. In this 
correlation coefficient map, values in the central region are over 0.8. In the peripheral bottom regions, however, the 
correlation coefficient values are below 0.6 and thus highly unreliable. This is due to a loss of speckle contrast in 
those regions (caused by a combination of spectral roll-off, transmission of light at the air/specimen interface and 
material scattering) as highlighted in Fig. 10(b), where noise becomes dominant and the correlation coefficient is 
significantly reduced. Therefore, DVC results in the peripheral bottom regions, where the correlation coefficient 
values are below 0.6, are cropped out later on in this paper to enable a better visualization of the displacement and 
strain distributions. 
 
Fig 10. (a) Correlation coefficient map for the central z-slice of the porcine cornea inflated from 15 to 18.75 mmHg 
with 243 voxels sub-volume and 50% overlap, (b) illustration for low speckle contrast in the raw OCT image. 
The distributions of different displacement components are presented in 3D view in the first row of Fig. 11. Here, z-
slices (cut in xy-planes) are shown. For the sake of legibility, these displacement maps are only plotted every five z-
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slices. It should be mentioned that only the upper part of the cornea around the apex is shown, where the correlation 
coefficient is higher. In order to better visualize the distributions, zoomed displacement maps for a transverse y-slice 
(cut in xz-plane) are presented in the second row of Fig. 11. The results in columns (a), (b), (c) correspond to Ux, Uy, 
Uz, respectively. Displacement maps for the central z-slice of the corneal volume are illustrated in Fig. 12(a). In 
these figures, Uy represents the axial (through-thickness) displacement, while Ux and Uz represent the horizontal 
displacements along the x- and z-directions, respectively. It can be clearly seen that the corneal volume deforms in 
different directions when the pressure increases. In Fig. 12(b), the corresponding displacement maps for the central 
z-slice obtained with the FE model are shown with the DVC results for comparison. From the DVC results, it can be 
seen that the horizontal displacement Ux is close to zero near the central region, and increases symmetrically away 
from the apex. The half positive and half negative displacement distribution is expected from the FE model, a result 
of the hydrostatic pressure loading. The distribution of the horizontal displacement Uz is the same as Ux due to the 
rotational symmetry around the y-axis, but in this plane (z-slice), it is zero as expected. The maximum Uy is located 
near the endothelium, and Uy decreases from the endothelium to the epithelium, which is compatible with a 
compressive state through the thickness. Qualitatively, the measured displacement maps are consistent with the 
displacements predicted by the FE model as can be observed in Fig .12. Nevertheless, in Fig .12, there is a 
difference in the Uy amplitudes between the DVC and the FE results, which is probably due to a rigid body 
movement of the experimental set-up.  
As for the displacement, the strain maps for the same 3D view and the transverse y-slice are shown in Fig. 13, 
while the strain maps for the central z-slice are shown in Fig .14(a). The measured strains show a good overall 
agreement in terms of spatial distribution with those predicted by the FE model, as shown in Fig. 14(b). The 
distribution of the normal strain components xx  and zz  indicates a tensile deformation along the horizontal x and 
z-axes while that of yy  indicates a compressive deformation along the vertical y-axis which dominates the central 
region. The color bars in Figs. 13 and 14 show maximum absolute strains of about 2%, which exceed the strain 
standard deviation due to noise and interpolation errors of about 0.2% as shown in Tables 1 and 2. 
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Fig 11. Displacement maps measured with DVC for the porcine cornea inflated from 15 to 18.75 mmHg with 243 
voxels sub-volume and 50% overlap. The first row illustrates the results in 3D view. The second row illustrates the 
results in a y-slice, 0.76 mm below the corneal apex. Columns (a), (b), (c) correspond to Ux, Uy, Uz, respectively. 
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Fig 12. (a) Displacement maps measured with DVC for the central z-slice of the porcine cornea inflated from 15 to 
18.75 mmHg with 243 voxels sub-volume and 50% overlap, and (b) simulation results. 
Although the experimental results show a good overall agreement with the results from the FE model, differences 
can still be seen between them, especially in the strain maps. Take the strain maps of xx  in Fig. 14 as an example. 
While the strain distribution in the FE model is smooth, with the maximal tension strain in the inner central region 
and decreasing gradually from centre to periphery, the measured strain shows apparent inhomogeneity and noise 
with a small background trend that is not clearly observed in the simulated results. These observations are also 
apparent in the strain components yy  and zz .  
It should be pointed out that the FE model in the present study was developed just for a qualitative comparison 
with the DVC results to visualize the spatial distribution of the displacement and strain fields. It is not necessarily 
more accurate than the DVC results since the input material constitutive parameters selected from literature can be 
very different from the real parameters of the cornea specimen. A thorough FE model of the cornea will require full 
knowledge of the material constitutive parameters, which could be identified via inverse problem solutions. For the 
present results, the depth-resolved displacement and strain experimental data measured around the apical region 
seem appropriate to feed into inverse problem solutions (i.e. FEMU, VFM, CCM) for material characterization 
purposes. This is beyond the scope of the present work but will be pursued in the future. 
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Fig 13. Strain maps measured with DVC for the porcine cornea inflated from 15 to 18.75 mmHg with 24
3 
voxels 
sub-volume and 50% overlap. The first row illustrates the results in 3D view. The second row illustrates the results 
in a y-slice, 0.76 mm below the corneal apex. Columns (a), (b), (c) correspond to εxx, εyy, εzz, respectively. 
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Fig 14. (a) Strain maps measured with DVC for the central z-slice of the porcine cornea inflated from 15 to 18.75 
mmHg with 24
3 
voxels sub-volume and 50% overlap, and (b) simulation results. 
In order to investigate whether the difference between the DVC and the FE distributions is due to material 
heterogeneity or measurement errors, an artificial corneal phantom with homogeneous material properties was 
fabricated using silicone rubber MM240-TV A/B (Young’s modulus E=1.88 MPa and Poisson’s ratio ν=0.49 from 
the material technical data sheet). A rubber base and a hardener were mixed to a ratio of 10:1. Titanium oxide 
particles were seeded into the silicone rubber mixture to supply a speckle contrast. The mixture was then put into a 
special mould previously designed to replicate the average dimensions of the Arizona eye model [62]. Its outer edge 
spherical diameter and central thickness are 15.6 mm and 0.58 mm, respectively. The corneal phantom was inflated 
from 15 mmHg to 18.75 mmHg. Fig. 15 shows the central z-slice of the OCT reconstruction in the reference state. 
DVC was performed using 24
3
-voxel sub-volumes with 50% overlap. As for the porcine cornea, a FE simulation 
was carried out for the corneal phantom to compare with the DVC results. 
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Fig 15. Central z-slice of the OCT reconstructed volume of the silicone rubber corneal phantom. 
The displacement maps for the central z-slice of the corneal phantom and the FE simulation are illustrated in Fig. 16. 
In Fig 17, the displacement maps are shown for a y-slice cut in xz-plane, 0.29 mm below the phantom apex (cross-
section A-A as designated in Fig 16). From the comparison between the DVC and the FE results, good agreement 
can be observed for all the displacement components although it appears that the displacement distributions for the 
DVC results are slightly off-centred from the phantom apex. Interestingly, when comparing the displacement maps 
of the phantom in Fig. 17 to those of the porcine cornea in Fig. 11, one can observe that Ux and Uz show similar 
amplitudes for the phantom, which is consistent with the FE simulation, whereas Ux shows substantially higher 
amplitude than Uz for the porcine cornea. Regarding Uy, the maximum displacements for the porcine cornea are off-
centred and located in peripheral regions. One possible explanation for these is the material anisotropy and 
heterogeneity of the porcine cornea due to its multi-layer structure and the embedded collagen fibrils arranged in 
different orientations [63].  
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Fig 16. (a) Displacement maps measured with DVC for the central z-slice of the corneal phantom inflated from 15 to 
18.75 mmHg with 24
3
 voxels sub-volume and 50% overlap, and (b) simulation results. 
 
Fig 17. (a) Displacement maps measured with DVC for the central y-slice of the corneal phantom inflated from 15 to 
18.75 mmHg with 24
3
 voxels sub-volume and 50% overlap, and (b) simulation results. 
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The strain maps for the same z-slice and y-slice of the corneal phantom and the FE simulation are illustrated in 
Figs. 18 and 19. Although the general strain distributions of the DVC results are consistent with the simulation 
results, the DVC results are apparently heterogeneous even though the phantom material is homogeneous. One can 
clearly see the fringes in the DVC strain maps, which are not expected to present for a homogeneous material. These 
fringes are due to interpolation bias of the DVC algorithm, and this has been studied in [45]. Briefly, some of the 
fine speckle patterns in the current OCT reconstructions are spatially undersampled, which, consequently, leads to 
interpolation bias in displacement. The bias is then amplified when calculating strain, proportional to the slope of the 
displacement bias, and typically shows up as a Moiré-like fringe pattern. Therefore, the strain uncertainties arising 
from the stationary and the rigid body motions underestimate the noise floor because of the interpolation bias. It is 
also interesting to note that in Figs. 18 and 19, the strain values of εxx are very close to those of εzz for the corneal 
phantom, which is consistent with the similar displacement amplitudes found for Ux and Uz in Fig. 17. However, for 
the porcine cornea, as can be observed in Figs. 13 and 14, the strain values of εxx are apparently larger than those of 
εzz, corresponding to the larger displacement observed for Ux then for Uz in Fig. 11. The reason for this has been 
suggested in the previous paragraph (material anisotropy and heterogeneity). The above results indicate that the 
heterogeneous displacement and strain distributions observed in the DVC results of the porcine cornea are caused by 
a combination of material anisotropy and heterogeneity as well as interpolation bias. However, at this stage, the 
quality of the measurements is not sufficient enough to discriminate them. Future work is needed to improve the 
measurement quality so that these issues can be studied more clearly.  
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Fig 18. (a) Strain maps measured with DVC for the central z-slice of the corneal phantom inflated from 15 to 18.75 
mmHg with 24
3 
voxels sub-volume and 50% overlap, and (b) simulation results. 
 
Fig 19. (a) Strain maps measured with DVC for the central y-slice of the corneal phantom inflated from 15 to 18.75 
mmHg with 24
3 
voxels sub-volume and 50% overlap, and (b) simulation results. 
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4. Conclusions 
In the present study, depth-resolved 3D displacement and strain fields were measured inside a porcine corneal 
trephinate due to changes in intraocular pressure. First, a method based on Fermat’s principle was developed to 
correct the commonly seen refraction induced distortions in the OCT reconstructions. Based on the rigid body 
rotation tests of the silicone rubber phantoms, this correction method has proved to be able to adjust DVC 
measurements. Then, DVC was performed on the refraction corrected OCT corneal data volumes. The measured 
displacement and strain show a good overall agreement with the results of the simple FE model. The measured fields 
will be used to identify the elastic constitutive parameters of the cornea through the solution of an inverse problem 
using FEMU, VFM or CCM. The quality of the data, however, does not seem high enough to investigate the 
through-thickness dependence of stiffness as more work is required to increase the spatial resolution through the 
thickness.  
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